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ECOSYSTEMS
There are things all around us.

All the things around us are called an ECOSYSTEM.
Plants live in an ECOSYSTEM.

Can you find the flowers?

Can you find the grass?

Can you find the trees?
Animals live in this ECOSYSTEM.

Can you find the bug?

Can you find the bird?

Can you find the squirrel?
Can you find the soil, water, air, and sunlight in this ecosystem.

They are not living.
Animals eat plants.
Plants are homes and shade for animals.
Some animals hide in plants so they don't get animals. Can you find the frog?
Some animals sleep in trees to protect them.

Can you find the sleeping lion?
Plants need soil, water, and sunlight to grow.
Plants need rain.
Animals drink water.
Animals breathe air.
Plants animals, soil, water, air, and sunlight are an ecosystem.

They help each other.
The End